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Abstract
Purpose – Many work conditions require manipulators to open cabinet doors and then gain access to the desired workspace. However, after
opening, the unlocked doors can easily close, interrupt a task and potentially break the operating end-effectors. This paper aims to address a
manipulator’s behavior planning problem for responding to a dynamic workspace released by door opening.
Design/methodology/approach – A dynamic model of the restricted workspace released by an unlocked door is established. As a whole system to
treat, the interactions between the workspace and robot are analyzed by using a partially observable Markov decision process. A self-protective
policy decision executed as a belief tree is proposed. To respond to the policy, this study has designed three types of actions: stay on guard in the
workspace, using an elbow joint to defense the door and linear escape out of the workspace for self-protection by observing collision risk levels to
trigger them. Finally, this study proposes self-protective motion controllers based on risk time optimization to act to the planned actions.
Findings – The elbow defense could balance robotic safety and work efficiency by interrupting the end-effector’s work and using the elbow joint to
prevent the door-closing in an active collision way. Compared with the stay and escape action, the advantage of the elbow defense is having a
predictable performance to quick callback the interrupted work after the risk was relieved.
Originality/value – This work provides guidance for the safe operation of a class of robot operations and the upgrade of motion planning.

Keywords Robot operation, Dynamic workspace, Physical interaction, Mobile manipulator, Self-protective behaviors, Motion planning,
Markov decision

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

Self-protection is the most essential motor behavior to assure
mobile manipulator robots’ survival while performing a desired
task in real human–robot coexistence environments (Shimizu
et al., 2012). Beyond the basic capabilities of moving and acting
autonomously, the robots should protect themselves from
harmful states or collisions when physically interacting with
their workspace (Aoude et al., 2013). The self-protective
response in humans is fast and coordinated even when a
collision is not anticipated. Figure 1 shows when people open a
refrigerator door, facing the refrigerator, to fetch some foods
inside. It is a natural behavior using the hands to absorb the
impact of the opened refrigerator door and keep the door steady
and far away from main body. Especially in such cases, both
occupied by the current time-consuming internal
manipulation, human upper limbs are adjusted to defense
proactively the refrigerator door close, which could interrupt
the work, by fast motor reflexes (Bauer et al., 2010).

People have high hopes for robots to replace manual labor
to the open refrigerator to fetch foods or similar task
scenarios (Nemec et al., 2017). These task conditions may
need robots to open doors first (Su and Chen, 2019) and
then gain access to the workspace for their end-effectors
(Klingbeil et al., 2010). For example, use robots to inspect
the electronic equipment in power substations (Wang et al.,
2020). Typical substation inspections are involved a large
number of refrigerator-like electric cabinets equipped with
electronic monitoring, which need to be checked at close
range or operated by hands after opening the cabinet door.
Unfortunately, the mobile manipulator robots integrated
intelligent cabinet inspection technologies are always not
well trained such knowledge on standby, to take appropriate
measures to deal with potential dynamic interference
coming from the opened cabinet doors.
In this paper, we think that self-protection is not only crucial

but necessary in refrigerator-like door opening activities to
facilitate their further task success.We then attempt to plan and
create self-protective actions for mobile manipulators in the
cabinet’s inner workspace to respond to the unlocked door
closing based on human-like synergisticmanner.
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Ourmain contributions of this paper are as follows:
� To the best of our knowledge, this paper yields the first

self-protective motion planning for dynamic interactions
in a door-closing workspace, within the collision risk
consideration coming from environmental uncertainty.

� This paper is to balance robotic safety and its work
performance during the door-closing emergency by
planning three self-protective actions: stay on guard in the
workspace, using a joint elbow to defense the door, and
linear escape out of the workspace, respectively, to the
low, middle, and high collision risk levels, which is verified
real true based on the experiments with our build-up robot
platform.

� This paper is to provide guidance for the safe operation of
a class of robot operations and the upgrade of motion
planning.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are
described in Section 2; Section 3 explains the problem
formulation. A novel self-protective motion planning is
proposed in Section 4. Section 5 validates the efficiency of the
proposed method by experiments. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. Related work

Like the task aforementioned to inspect the refrigerator-like
electric cabinets, opening the door is the prerequisite and
complicated part of the whole mission. During the last decades,
the control design or machine learning (Yahya et al., 2017) for
the door-opening problem has received abundant attention,
and there are many typical steps to open the door, as shown in
Figure 2, including but not limited to the followings:
Step 1: locate to approach the door handle (Adiwahono et al.,

2013).
Step 2: rotate the handle to door unlocking (Kalakrishnan

et al., 2011).

Step 3: the robot pulls to release the door leaf from the frame at
a small angle, e.g. 108–158 (Chung et al., 2009).
Step 4: and then move the robotic arm to the other side of the

door (Milighetti et al., 2012).
Step 5: push the door to enlarge the internal space between

leaf and frame (Abdo et al., 2013).
After these mentioned steps, the excellent performances of

the door-opening technologies save valuable time for
subsequent operations and create enough large workspace.
When door-opening technologies work in practice, note that

Steps 4 and 5 not only make the door open wider quickly and
efficiently with a pull force but alsomatch external disturbances
causing the door to have uncontrolled rotational inertia. Unless
dealt with in a proper way, they would deteriorate the
performances of the following operations and even give rise to
inconsistent task results, which leads to mission failure. It is
very true, especially in the outdoor area (Chan et al., 2019); the
sudden wind can also cause the unlocked door leaf untimely
close during the robot occupied by the current task. For
involving task such as opening the door to get handwork inside
(Rühr et al., 2012), which generally limits the robot task space
and keeps the robot in the unlocked door leaf’s adverse
influence range for a long time, we cannot ignore the uncertain
disturbances (Kim, 2019) coming from the unlocked door leaf
leading to a potential risk of collision damages. To solve this
problem, professional roboticists initially took a dual-arm
mobile manipulator scheme (Valner et al., 2018). More
precisely, using one arm to defense the door-closing
disturbances while planning another arm to handwork inside.
They applied this theoretical pattern to an expensive PR2
(Personal Robot 2) to fetch a beer from a refrigerator (Beer me,
robot, 2010). Based on this pattern, the scheme mentioned
above even could be used in multi-arm robot systems;
unfortunately, it is not friendly for robots with only one arm.

Figure 1 Open refrigerator to fetch foods scenario Figure 2 Door-opening behavior to construct internal constrained
workspace in top view (Prieto et al., 2019)
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In this work, we focus on a single-armmobile manipulator to
respond to door closing.

3. Problem formulation

Consider a time-varying cabinet workspaceW(t) released from
its prerequisite door-opening action, is constrained by the door
frameDframe, as well as the unlocked door leafDleaf, e.g.:

Dleaf u tð Þ;v tð Þ; t½ � � Dframe ! W tð Þ (1)

where u (t) and v(t) denote the angle and the angular velocity
respectively. From the top view to seeW(t), Figure 3 shows the
dynamic interactive progress, which seems like a shrinking
Chinese folding fan when Dleaf is driven by the force such as a
sudden wind Fw(t) . Simultaneously, due to the resisting force
Fr(t) coming from rotation friction and air resistance, Dleaf

would stop close at a certain position pn. After these, the state
equation forW(t) is written as:

v tð Þ ¼ f u tð Þ;Fw tð Þ � Fr tð Þ; t½ � (2)

where f(·) denotes a time-variation function.
Assumptions: W(t) is a dynamic door-closing workspace;

the mobile manipulator’s chassis equipped with some
indispensable precision sensors is a collision-free part; ignore
the end-effector’s specific operations and implementation.
After these, the goal of self-protective motion planning is to
plan a policy p and then control to act the motions between the
start configuration q0 [ RD and the goal configuration qd [ RD,
which can be written as:

max V pð Þjp : q0 ! qd 2 RD
� �

s:t: W tð Þ (3)

where V(p) is the expected total reward with the policy, q
denotes the degree of freedom (DOF) in a robotic manipulator
andD is the number of theDOF.

4. Proposed method

Figure 4 shows a partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) architecture, which simulates the interaction
relationship between agents decisions and their environment
(Luo et al., 2019), whichmodels our mobile manipulator acting
in W(t). It is defined formally as a 7-tuple (S,A,Z,T,O,R,b0),
where:
S: indicates a states set ofDleaf at the current time;
A: indicates an actions set that the mobile manipulator will

perform at the next moment;
Z: indicates an observations set ofDleaf at the current time;

T: the function T(s,a,s’) = p(s’js,a) indicates the probabilistic
state transition from s [ S to s’ [ S, when the mobile
manipulator in state s [ S takes an action a [A;
O: the function O(s,a,z) = p(zjs,a) indicates a set of

conditional observation probabilities currently observed;
R: the function R(s, a) defines a real-valued reward for the

mobile manipulator when it takes action a [A in state s [ S.

4.1 Decision-making to self-protective actions
As analyzed previously, the POMDP planning aims to choose a
policy p that maximizes its value based onA and S, but S is not
known exactly because of imperfect observation. Instead, the
mobile manipulator maintains a belief, which is a probability
distribution over S. The mobile manipulator starts with an
initial belief b0. At time t, it infers a new belief, according to
Bayes’ rule (Wang et al., 2019), by incorporating information
from the action at taken and the observation zt received:

bt s
0ð Þ ¼ t bt�1; at; ztð Þ

¼ hO s
0
; at; zt

� �X
s2S

T s; at; s
0� �
bt�1 sð Þ (4)

where h is a normalizing constant.
Figure 5 shows that a POMDP policy prescribes the action at

a belief. With the policy p and an initial belief b0, the expected
total discounted rewardV can be written as:

Vp b0ð Þ ¼
X1
t¼0

g tR st; at1 1ð Þjb0;p
 !

(5)

Figure 3 Dynamic model of the restricted workspace

Figure 4 Pipeline in terms of the POMDP estimation and policy
decision architecture
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Figure 5 POMDP planning performs lookahead search on a belief tree
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where st is the state at time t, at11 = p(bt) is the action that the
policy p chooses at time t, and g [ [0,1] is a discount factor.
The expectation V is taken over the sequence of uncertain state
transitions and observations over time.
A key idea in POMDP planning is the belief tree (Kaelbling

and Lozano-Pérez, 2013), as shown in Figure 5. Each node of a
belief tree corresponds to a belief b. At each node, the tree
branches on all actions in A and all observations in Z. If a node
with belief b has a child node with belief b’, then b’ = p(b,a,z).
Conceptually, we may think of POMDP planning as a tree
search in the belief space, the space of all possible beliefs that
themobile manipulatormay encounter (Osa, 2020). To find an
optimal plan for a POMDP, we traverse the belief tree from the
bottom up and compute an optimal action recursively at each
node using Bellman’s equation (Thrun, 2002):

V � bð Þ ¼ maxa2A
X
s2S

b sð ÞR s; að Þ
�

1 g
X
z2Z

p zjb; að ÞV � t b; a; zð Þð Þ
)

(6)

Based on the above discussions, in the sense that, our POMDP
planning is a special case of belief space planning. In other
words, the belief space planning is more general and does not
require the planning model to satisfy the mathematical
structure of POMDPs. For example, the reward function R
may depend on the belief b and not just on S andA.
Additionally, at each node, all observations in Z are key

points for the searching progress, for the reason is the following
child node of the belief tree branches on all possible actions
inA.

4.2 Observations design to the door-closing workspace
Figure 6 shows all the observations in Z. Let O denote the
robot’s sensing position, which is attached on the mobile
manipulator. Pi, Pi11 andQ denote three marked feature points
on the door frame and they are coplanar with O. jOO’j is
parallel to jPi11Gi11j and jOO’j = jPi11Gi11j = jPiGij = h where
h denotes the height between themarked point and the ground.

Likewise, jPiQj is parallel to d and jPiOj,jPi11Oj = d where d
denotes the unlocked door leaf’s width.
In such case, we can get jPiOj,jPi11Oj and jOQj by

measurement. According to the geometric relationship, the
observed rotation angleDû i can be written as:

Dû ¼ /PiQPi1 1 ¼ /PiQO�/Pi1 1QO (7)

where:

/PiQO¼ arccos
jPiQj2 1 jOQj2 � jOPij2

2jPiQj � jOQj

/Pi1 1QO¼ arccos
jPi1 1Qj2 1 jOQj2 � jOPi j2

2jPi1 1Qj � jOQj

ForDleaf, themoment of inertia around the door axis is:

I ¼ 1
3
md2 (8)

where m denotes the Dleaf mass. Based on equations (7) and
(8), the observed angular kinetic energy ÊDleaf around the door
axis can be written as:

ÊDleaf ¼
1
2
Iv̂ 2 (9)

where v̂ ¼ Dû =Dt andDt denotes the observation of time unit.
In this paper, ÊDleaf indicates the so-called risk to cause

collision damages. Combing with equation (9), we treat the risk
levels as inputs and divide them into three parts by the Bang-
Bang controller, which can be written as:

Z ¼
z1 ¼ low risk ÊDleaf � Emin

z2 ¼ middle risk Emin < ÊDleaf < Emax

z3 ¼ high risk Emax � ÊDleaf

8>>><
>>>:

(10)

where Emin and Emax denote the desired minimum and
maximum energy to trigger the child node in the belief tree.

4.3 Actions design and control for self-protection
Assume that the chassis and arm part are mutually exclusive to
implement the self-protective actions. Based on this, there are
three typical classes of actions ai [A inW(t):

A ¼ a1; a2; a3f g ¼ stay; escape;defensef g (11)

where:stay denotes stay in the fan-shaped area and ignore the
collision risk from door-closing, which is a conservative way to
deal with danger, as shown in Figure 7(a);escape denotes
escape out of the workspace before collision damages, as shown
in Figure 7(b). It is time-consuming performance to return to
re-start the work after escaping;defense denotes defense
actively the collision risk using the dexterous elbow joint, as
shown in Figure 7(d).
In contrast, Figure 7(c) shows a typical defense way looks

more like human behavior in Figure 1. However, we do not
want to use the way for actual applications, considering that the
end-effector has a fragile structure to break and usually

Figure 6 Observation progress for the dynamic states of the unlocked
door leaf Dleaf
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expensive. Note that stay, escape and defense are all possible
actions to respond every risk level in Z. Based on equations (10)
and (11), the rewards for taking ai [ A after zi [ Z are designed
as Table 1.
We treat stay on guard in low risk, defense door-closing using

the elbow in middle risk, and escape linear out in high risk as
three self-protective actions in the door-closing workspace. Let
tzi denote the collision time in the risk level zi without
considering the self-protective motion planning. Obviously, we
can get tz3 < tz2 < tz1 . Figure 8 shows the schematic of the
proposed controller. With the switch changing to the proposed
self-protective motion planning, q0 comes from the last time of

current work planning. We design the corresponding qd coming
from three self-protective actions commands, their risk-time
optimized controller fai �ð Þ can be written as:

min0<tai<tzi
fai q; q:; taið Þ : q0 ! qd 2 RD
n o

i ¼ 1;2;3

(12)

where tai denotes the time to perform the ai action.

5. Experiments and results

5.1 Experimental set-up
Figure 9 shows the outlook of the robot platform and the door-
closing workspace; their initial conditions and geometric
relationship are shown in Figure 10(a).
For the 6-DOFs arm, Figure 10(b) indicates the relationship

between each joint’s coordinate system by using red, green, and
blue respectively denote the coordinate axis xi, yi, and zi. The
base coordinate system x0, y0, and z0 is attached to the chassis.
Base on this, as shown in Figure 10(c), the initial configuration q0
of the 6-DOFs arm is:

q0 ¼ 1:124;�0:947;�1:237;�0:1426; 0:4637;0:6819½ �rad
(13)

A suitable defense configuration is the sufficient condition to
defense success. The desired configuration qd of the 6-DOFs
arm is predefined as:

qd ¼ �0:96;�0:9715;�1:212;�0:1234; 2:5467;0:914½ �rad
(14)

Figure 11 shows the views of the Kinect camera and the eye in
hand. The two-dimensional barcodes are detected and

Figure 7 Typical self-protective actions in dynamic interactive workspace

Handwork area Handwork area

Handwork area Handwork area

Not suitable for actual applications

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Notes: (a) Stay; (b) escape; (c) end-effector defense; (d) elbow defense

Table 1 Actions at different risk levels and their rewards function

Rewards Low risk High risk Middle risk

Stay Good Bad Bad
Escape Bad Good Ok
Defense Ok Ok Good

Figure 8 Schematic of the planning for self-protective motions
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measured by point cloud, which are marked positions P and Q
to get jPiOj,jPi11Oj, and jOQj (Figure 6). In the following
experiments, we only use theKinect camera as the observation.

5.2 Results and analysis
Based on the mentioned experimental set-up, three types of the
self-protective actions were implemented on the robot platform
against the sudden door-closing, as shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12(a) shows the stay on guard progress for self-

protection with the responding results shown in Figure 13(a).
jOPj,jOQj, and /PiQO can hardly change due to the existent
Fr(t) and weak Fw(t) from the fan’s low power, which means
Dleaf was motionless to some degree. In other words, Dleaf

would not cause damages with low v̂ to the robot at the
moment but could rotate further; the robot stayed in the
workspace at the cost of collision risk, preferring continued
work. Holding on to the current pose by observing the ÊDleaf to

ensure no more than Emin = 0.2 J, the robot performed vigilant
self-protective awareness during the switch work interruption.
Figure 12(b) shows the linear escape progress for a fast door-

closing emergency, and the results, comparedwith the situation the
robot stays on guard in theworkspace, as shown in Figure 13(b). In
this case, without self-protectionmeasures to stay in theworkspace,
the robot platform would get the damages brought by ÊDleaf more
than 14J. We use the local maximums in ÊDleaf to judge the
environmental risk level changes. The judgment is true when the
risk level is changed for the first time from low tomiddle or high. In
the second line of Figure 13(b), the local maximum (larger than
Emax = 0.4J) at 1.42s indicates the robot is at high risk, which
triggers the chassis to escape out straight. The escape movement
with chassis’ max speed and the real progress to succeed escape is
within 2s; that is to say, the total time < tz3 reveals successful self-
protection, which is no more than 3.42s. Note that trigger time to
start escape would exist variance among multiple experiments for
imperfect physical observation, the linear escape movement does
not succeed every time in high risk. The success rate calculated by
multiple linear escape experiments is 86%.
Figure 12(c) shows the elbow defense progress for door-

closing, and the responding results are shown in Figure 14.
With the medium Fw(t) from the fan’s middle power, the local
maximum (Emin < ÊDleaf < Emax) at 1.23 s indicates the robot is

Figure 9 Robot platform and internal dynamic workspace in a power
cabinet box

Figure 10 Initial conditions of the robot platform and the power cabinet box

Figure 11 Observation to the marked points on the dynamic door leaf
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initially changing to face the middle risk from the low risk,
which triggers the robotic arm to start defense by the elbow
joint. In this case, the risk-time optimized control can be
treated as a linear move with full speed controller. We let the
end-effector’s orientation remain face to the switch and keep
end-effector horizontal movement during the elbow defense

performing, hoping to continue current work quickly after the
defense. Based on this, the arm joints, especially q1 and q5, are
strongly related to thementioned configuration’s execution and
have large changes; their angular velocities, v q1 and v q5, to get
the full speed in a short time with their physical constraints, are
shown in the right column in Figure 14. The defense finish time

Figure 12 Execution of the self-protective actions against the sudden door-closing

Figure 13 Interactions of the stay on guard and straight escape experiments

(a) (b)
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is 4.3 s, less than tz2, which means the robotic arm achieved to
protect the chassis from a sudden collision. Note that jOPj and
jOQj get the observation distortion when the/PiQO= 0.33 rad
for hardly detecting them in the camera blind vision, but it does
not affect to perform the elbow defense responding the middle
(or high) risk for self-protection. Additionally, by interrupting
the end-effector’s work and utilizing the elbow joint to prevent
the door-closing in an active collision way, the elbow defense
can balance robotic safety and work efficiency. Compared with
the stay on guard and linear escape action, the elbow defense’s
advantage is having a predictable performance to quick callback
the interrupted work after the risk was relieved.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a motion planning for the procedure of three self-
protection behaviors in a dynamic constrained workspace by a
mobile manipulator has been proposed. We first established a
dynamic model of the restricted workspace released by an
unlocked door. To treat as a whole system, the interactions
between the dynamic workspace and robot were analyzed by
using a POMDP.We proposed a self-protective policy decision
executed as a belief tree planning. Responding to the policy
decisions, we designed three types of actions: stay on guard in
low risk, defense door-closing using the elbow in middle risk,
and escape linear out in high risk for robot self-protection in the
dynamic environment by observing collision risk levels to
trigger them. Finally, we proposed a self-protective motion
controller based on risk time optimization to act the planned
actions. A mobile manipulator platform and a power cabinet
inner dynamic constrained workspace were setup to verify the
validity and efficiency of the proposed planning and control.
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